OUR GIT BEST PRACTICES WEBINAR WAS A HUGE SUCCESS!

MISSED IT? WANT TO WATCH AGAIN?
Stop hotfixing to production on a regular basis and create a better experience for collaborators contributing to your
project.

MISSED OUR PERFORCE WEBINAR: 80% FASTER BUILDS & DEVOPS AT SCALE?

•

Deliver Fast Enough for CI

•

Use Git at Scale

•

Use Git with Large Files

WE’RE GROWING, COME JOIN THE TEAM
LOOKING FOR A NEW OPPORTUNITY WITH GREAT BENEFITS AND COMPANY PAID HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY?
We're looking for top talent to join our group of driven, smart, experienced, innovative, forward-thinkers, industry
experts. We have openings for SMEs in multiple disciplines.
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ATLASSIAN RETIRES HIPCHAT & STRIDE – PARTNERS WITH SLACK

ATLASSIAN BASED DECISION ON WHAT IS BEST FOR THEIR CUSTOMERS
“…we believe the best way forward for our customers and for Atlassian is to enter into a strategic partnership
with Slack and no longer offer our own real-time communications products.”
Read More
SO WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION IN YOUR ATLASSIAN ENTERPRISE?
ReleaseTEAM is here for you. We will guide you through your options and the entire migration process.
Contact Us Today

GITLAB ANNOUNCES ‘AUTO DEVOPS’

"TWO STEPS TO DONE"
Auto DevOps simplifies and accelerates delivery with a complete delivery pipeline out of the box. Simply commit
code and GitLab does the rest. Auto DevOps . . .
•

detects the language of the code

•

automatically builds, tests, and measures code quality

•

scans for security and licensing issues

•

packages

•

instruments (for monitoring)

•

and deploys the application

Read More

ELECTRIC CLOUD TAKES ANALYTICS INTO THE FUTURE WITH ‘DEVOPS FORESIGHT’

‘ElectricFlow DevOps Foresight’ uses deep learning to identify patterns in release pipelines, gauge the likelihood of
software release success, and will offer recommendations based on improving pipelines.
Read More
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GITHUB ENTERPRISE 2.14 RELEASED

INNERSOURCE, MEET OPEN SOURCE
For the first time, your team can connect to the power of the open source community—and find lots of ways to get
more work done—with our latest Enterprise release. Upgrade to start using these tools.
What's New:
•

Unified Search

•

Multiple Required Reviewers

•

Check APIs

•

A new look to modernize the user experience
And more

Read the Release Notes

CLOUDBEES RAISES $62 MILLION IN GROWTH FUNDING AS DEVOPS MARKET SOARS

CloudBees, the enterprise DevOps leader, recently announced it has successfully closed $62 million in growth
funding. The new equity financing included strong participation from existing investors Matrix Partners, Lightspeed
Venture and Verizon Ventures, alongside new investors Delta-v Capital, Golub Capital, and Unusual Ventures.
CloudBees has previously raised $49.2 million since its founding in 2010, bringing total funding to date over $100
million. With the new funding, CloudBees will continue to innovate its modern software delivery suite, grow its
strategic partnerships and accelerate its global business growth organically and through M&A.
Read the Press Release

DOCKER ENTERPRISE EDITION ENGINE: NOW FIPS 140-2 COMPLIANT

The latest release of the Docker Enterprise Edition Engine is FIPS 140-2 compliant** to ensure you build and run
applications on the most secure container runtime available. The Docker Enterprise Edition Engine is the
foundational runtime to build application containers.
This release is designed to enable government agencies and programs who are looking to leverage containers to
modernize IT to be compliant to information processing standards in their implementation.
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TOP 5 AREAS TO CONSIDER PRIOR TO AND DURING ARTIFACTORY IMPLEMENTATION

If you’ve decided to add Artifactory into your Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) / CI you need to understand
the key points to consider for implementing this integration.
In this blog post, JFrog reviews the high-level aspects you should address when introducing Artifactory into your
environment and CI/CD pipelines as a key DevOps automation tool:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Infrastructure and Topology
Content and Tools
Utilizing Artifactory in the CI/CD Process
Management and Maintenance Procedures
Leveraging Artifactory’s Added Value in your Dev Processes

Read the Full Post

QASYMPHONY ILLUMINATES TEST AUTOMATION BLIND SPOTS

Have you ever tried to hit a target while blindfolded? You could be duplicating that experience when you rely on test
automation without removing the blind spots that cause you to send automated testing off course. There are more
than a few gaps in test automation visibility and understanding that can affect the quality, coverage, and certainty of
your testing. Dive into these test automation blind spots and surface with 20/20 vision.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical debt
Mobile test automation
Code coverage analysis and manual testing
Security
KPIs
Test Scripts

Read the Full Article
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INTRODUCING PROJECT ARCHIVING IN JIRA SERVICE DESK, AND A NEW LOOK

FROM ATLASSIAN
At Atlassian, we’re on a mission to make it easier and faster for IT teams to get work done. That’s why we’re excited
to release two new features in Jira Service Desk to help you do just that.
•

A new look to modernize the user experience

•

Project archiving for performance at scale

Read More

DEVOPS DAYS VISITS TWO U.S. CITIES IN AUGUST
Aug 28-29 • Chicago

Aug 29-31 • Dallas

Upcoming Conferences
Agile2018 | Aug 6-10 • San Diego, CA
Jenkins World 2018 | Sept 16-19 • San Francisco, CA
Perforce on Tour 2018 | Sept 18 • Santa Clara, CA
Puppetize Live 2018 | Oct 9-11 • San Francisco, CA
GitHub Universe | Oct 16-17 • San Francisco, CA
All Day DevOps | Oct 17 • Online
Smartbear Connect | Oct 29-30 • Boston, MA
Lucidchart Connect | Oct 30 • Chicago, Nov 6 • Seattle, WA
Tasktop Connect | Dec 6 • Washington, DC
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PROBLEM:
Shawn has a very large barrel of Belgian white beer and he promised exactly 1 gallon to Keith. Shawn only has access
to a 5-gallon bucket and a 3-gallon jug, how can he accurately give Keith his 1 gallon.
Think you have the solution? Be sure to submit your answer with the explanation to puzzler@releaseteam.com
ASAP. As always, correct responses are entered into a drawing for an Amazon gift card.
Good luck from all of us at ReleaseTEAM!
LAST MONTH'S PUZZLER:
A cruise ship sinks, stranding Karl and his 9-man Lynyrd Skynyrd cover band on a deserted island. There they find lots
of coconuts and an ill-tempered monkey. During their first day, they gather coconuts and put them all in a
community pile. After working all day, they decide to sleep and divide them into ten equal piles the next morning.
That night one band member wakes up hungry and decides to take his share early. After dividing up the coconuts he
finds he is one coconut short of ten equal piles. He also notices the monkey glaring at him and holding one more
coconut. So, the band member goes over and tries to take the monkey's coconut (so he would have a total number
of coconuts evenly divisible by 10), but when he tries to take the coconut, the monkey conks him on the head with it,
killing him instantly.
Later the same night, another band member wakes up hungry and decides to take her share early. On the way
to the coconuts she finds the body of the first rocker, which pleases her because she will now be entitled to 1/9 of
the total pile. After dividing the coconuts into nine piles, she is again, one coconut short and she tries to take the
monkey's slightly bloodied coconut. The monkey conks the second band member on the head, adding her to the
body count.
One by one each of the remaining FreeByrds goes through the same process until Karl wakes to find he has the
entire pile to himself. What is the smallest number of possible coconuts in the pile, not counting the one still gripped
by the ornery monkey?
Congratulations Ross H., you’re this month’s Puzzle Master! Contact us for your prize
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DEVOPS SOLUTION DELIVERY TAILORED TO OPTIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS
ReleaseTEAM, Inc. is a global consulting company and software reseller specializing in
DevOps. We partner with clients in the architecture and delivery of DevOps solutions, always
designing to balance past technology investments with new toolsets where needed.
We have broad experience in both the Private and Public sectors and hold a GSA schedule for
many of the leading DevOps tools on the market today.
Evolve to Excel!

ReleaseTEAM, Inc.
(720) 887 0489
1400 W. 122nd Ave.
Westminster, CO 80234
Founded in 1999 • Veteran Owned • Vendor Agnostic
Senior Consulting Team • Security Clearances

